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Abstract. The Plasimo simulation software is used to construct a Global Model of a CO2
plasma. A DBD plasma between two coaxial cylinders is considered, which is driven by a
triangular input power pulse. The plasma chemistry is studied during this power pulse and in the
afterglow. The model consists of 71 species that interact in 3500 reactions. Preliminary results
from the model are presented. The model has been validated by comparing its results with those
presented in Kozák et al. (Plasma Sources Science and Technology 23(4) p. 045004, 2014). A
good qualitative agreement has been reached; potential sources of remaining discrepancies are
extensively discussed.

1. Introduction
Numerical plasma simulations are a powerful tool for studying the characteristics and essential
parameters of a plasma source and have enough predictive value to inspire the development of
new plasma technologies. In modern plasma applications, such as plasma surface treatment,
biomedical applications and environmental technologies, plasmas are typically created in a
mixture of gases. As a consequence of the plasma activities, the filling gas is transformed
into a myriad of excited atoms, molecules, radicals and various types of ions.
Two or three dimensional modeling of such a large number of plasma species results in a
significant calculation time, from several days to weeks and even more. Global Models are
only time resolved, and hence require less computational time than spatially resolved models.
Therefore Global Models can be favourable tool to study the plasma processes for chemically
complex plasmas.
The overall goal of this study is the efficient transformation of CO2 in valuable fuels. This
process starts with the dissociation of CO2 in CO and 12 O2 , and the fuels are produced in
subsequent steps. To that end we study the chemistry of a CO2 plasma with particular interest
in the vibrational levels of CO2 , which provide an energy efficient path for dissociation.
In this work we present a Global Model of CO2 , which is constructed using Plasimo simulation
software [1, 5]. We use the same chemistry as Kozak et al. [2], who modeled a CO2 plasma in
a cylindrical concentric reactor using GlobalKin [3]. We make a detailed comparison between
the results of our model and the results presented in [2], and the influence of the input power
density on the CO2 vibrational modes is studied.
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2. The CO2 Model
First the equations, which form the Global Model, will be introduced breefly. In the PhD thesis
of W. Graef [5] an extended description of the Global Model can be found. Thereafter the model
set-up and the used set of species and input data will be introduced.
2.1. Global Model
The Global Model solves the time evolution of the species densities ns of the species s that occur
in the plasma,
j
dns X
=
(βi,s − αi,s )Ri ,
(1)
dt
i=1

with j the number of reactions affecting ns and Ri the rate of reaction i, which is given by:
Y αi,z
nz .
Ri = ki
(2)
z

Here ki is the rate coefficient, nz is the density of particle z and αi,z and βi,z the numbers of
particles of type z at the left and right hand sides of reaction i. The rate coefficient of reaction
i follows from the cross sections using the relation:
Z∞
ki =

v()σi (v)f () d,

(3)

Eth

with  the energy, v() the velocity of the electrons, σ(v)i the cross section of collision i, f ()
the electron energy distribution function (eedf) and Eth the threshold energy of the collision.
For the calculation of the eedf we use the free-ware Boltzmann solver BOLSIG+ [4].
Together with the particle balance, equation (1), the electron energy density balance is solved
by:
dE
= P − Qelas − Qinelas ,
(4)
dt
where P is the input power density, Qelas the energy loss due to elastic collisions and Qinelas the
nett energy loss due to inelastic processes.
2.2. Model set-up
A dielectric barier discharge plasma between two coaxial cylinders is considered. The plasma
has an inner radius of 11 mm and the outer radius at 13 mm . The length of the plasma cylinder
is 90 mm .
Three different input power densities are used in the model: 1.06 107 W/m3 , 1.06 108 W/m3
and 1.06 109 W/m3 . Figure 1 shows the shape of the input power pulse during the first 100 ns .
The power rises in 15 ns towards the maximum value. Thereafter it lowers to 0 in the same
period of time, resulting in a pulse duration of 30 ns . The total duration of the cycle is 2.9 105 ns .
The pressure is an input parameter which is set at 105 Pa . From the pressure the initial
densities are calculated, resulting in a density of 1.9 1025 m−3 for CO2 . Other species in the
ground state and the ions have a density of 1.9 1015 m−3 . The vibrational states are initially
in Boltzmann equilibrium with the species in the ground state. The gas temperature is fixed at
300 K .
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Figure 1. The shape of the input power as used in the model. Since the input power density
in the model is one of the studied parameters, the normalized input power density is plotted.
Here only the first 100 ns are depicted. The total duration of the cycle is 2.9 105 ns .
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Table 1. The list of species included in the model.
CO2
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C
C2
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+
+
+
+
+
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CO2
4
+
+
+
+
O+
O
O2
C
C2
4
O−
O−
O−
O−
CO−
CO−
4
3
2
4
3
CO2 e1 CO2 e2
COe1
COe2
COe3 COe4
CO2 va CO2 vb CO2 vc CO2 vd CO2 v1...21
COv1...9
O2 v1
O2 v2
O2 v3

O2

O3

O2 e1

O2 e2

2.3. Chemistry
The model consists of 71 species, which form a set of 3500 reactions. The species are listed in
table 1, where the excitation is denoted by e and v for the electronicly and vibrationally excited
states respectively. Cross sections or rate coefficients are available in literature for most reactions
in which neutrals or ions are involved. There is a lack of cross sections and rate coefficients for
higher excited vibrational level. For that reason it is suggested in [2] to make use of scaling laws,
which are based on reaction types. The reaction types that are considered in the model, are
listed below. Two of the reaction types scaling laws are involved, which are described concisely.
• Electron impact reactions
The cross sections of the vibrationally excited levels are obtained by scaling of the ground
state species cross section by the so called Fridman approximation: scaling of the cross
section by a shift in energy and a modification of the absolute value of the cross section.
• Electron attachment and electron-ion recombination reactions
• Neutral-neutral reactions
• Ion-heavy particle reactions
• Vibrational energy transfer reactions
The rate coefficients of these reactions are scaled using the SSH (Schawartz, Slawski and
Hertzfeld) theory [6]. The rate coefficients scale strongly with the vibrational mode number
and the transition energy of the reaction.
At [2] an extensive description of the species and chemistry can be found.
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Figure 2. The vibrational temperature as a function of time at different values of the input
power density, with logarithmic x-axis. The electron temperature is depicted using the red
dashed line. The accompanying label is at the secondary y-axis at the right. Results of [2] are
plotted as well for comparison.
3. Results and discussion
First, the results of the model will be analysed using the vibrational temperature of CO2 .
Thereafter, the population of the vibrational levels will be the topic of discussion.
3.1. Vibrational temperature
Figure 2 shows the vibrational temperature as a function of time. During the power pulse,
the first 30 ns , the vibrational temperature increases towards a maximum value. The electron
temperature shoots up at the start of the pulse to a high value, followed by a decrease over
time. The peak of the input power pulse can be recognized in the electron temperature by the
elbow in the trend of the electron temperature at 15 ns . As the power pulse ends, the electron
temperature decreases towards zero.
The rise in vibrational temperature stops at the moment when the electron temperature
reaches zero. This result shows that the increase of vibrational temperature results from the
electron impact collisions, which typically show an electron temperature dependence. The
vibrational temperature starts to decrease significantly around 1000 ns . Within one millisecond
the system is completely relaxed towards the equilibrium temperature.
The equilibrium temperature of the model is 0 K , while the vibrational temperature in a
physical experiment would relax towards the temperature of the heavy particles. This difference
in temperature is a result of omitting collisions of heavy particles which stimulate the population
of vibrational levels from the ground state of CO2 .
Trends in the results are independent on the input power density. The input power density
only influences the maximum vibrational temperature, which shows a non-linear dependence.
Agreement in the trend is observed when comparing the results with the results of [2]. There
are, however, also differences between the results of the models. The vibrational temperature in
the results of [2] reaches 950 K , which is significantly higher than the 500 K , which is observed
for the same input power. Furthermore the system relaxes towards an equilibrium temperature
of 300 K . The decay time of the vibrational temperature towards equilibrium is, with 0.1 ms ,
the same in both models.
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Figure 3. The distribution of vibrational levels after 6 ns , 30 ns , 100 ns and 1000 ns for the
top left and right and bottom left and right respectively. The black markers show the results as
obtained at [2]. The results are plotted in semi-logarithmic scale.
3.2. Vibrational level population
Figure 3 presents the population of the vibrational levels at four moments in time: at the start
of the input power pulse 6 ns , at the end of the input power pulse 30 ns , at the early part of the
afterglow 100 ns and further on during the afterglow, after 1000 ns .
The figures show the densities as a function of the vibrational level in logarithmic scale.
During the start of the input power pulse the densities decrease linearly with the vibrational
level, for vibrational levels above the first level. This trend is independent of the input power
density. Increasing the input power density leads to an increased degree of ionization, while the
electron temperature does not differ. This higher number of electrons does increase the rate for
electron impact collisions, which is a linear dependence (cf. equation (2)).
At the end of the power pulse (at 30 ns , figure b) the distribution of the vibrational level
densities do not differ significantly from the results at 6 ns , besides an increase in the densities.
At this time the population of the vibrational levels increases, while the gradient remains
unchanged.
In the early stage of the afterglow the results show that the vibrational levels, up to level 4-7,
the densities exhibit a Boltzmann distribution. For the higher vibrational levels a more salient
region can be defined. Species within this region show an inverse trend: increasing population
for increasing vibrational level. This region of inverse trend reaches up to the 14th vibrational
level. Further on during the afterglow, the results manifest a Boltzmann distribution.
During the afterglow the input power does show an influence on the scaling. During the early
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part of the afterglow, when the region of inverse scaling is present, the number of vibrational
levels in this region are dependent on the input power density. For low input power densities
the number of species forming this region is larger than for high input power densities.
The trends of [2] are all in close agreement with the results which are presented here. The
difference in absolute densities is likely to be a result of the differences in the models. In the
analysis of figure 2 is pointed out that it is likely that the chemistry still needs a modification to
balance the chemistry in the afterglow towards a Boltzmann equilibrium at 300 K . It is hard to
oversee the consequence of such an addition. It is however well possible that such an addition
would stimulate the population of the vibrational levels and that the results will be in even
closer agreement.
4. Conclusion and outlook
The Plasimo simulation software is used to construct a Global Model of CO2 plasma. A dielectric
barier discharge plasma is considered, situated between two coaxial cylinders. The plasma,
consisting of 71 species which form 3500 reactions, is driven by a triangular shaped power pulse.
The vibrational levels of the plasma are studied during the power pulse and the afterglow.
The preliminary results show a trend in vibrational temperature which is independent of
the input power density. The population of the vibrational levels show a similar scaling during
the time the input power pulse is active. During the early stage of the afterglow there is,
however, an input power density dependence observed. A region is defined for which the trend
of the vibrational level population exhibits an inverse trend. The size of this region is input
power density dependent, with an increased number of vibrational levels within this region for
decreased input power density. Further on in the afterglow the temperature dependence in the
scaling is not present anymore.
The relaxation of the vibrational temperature in the model is towards 0 K . This is due to
the absence of reactions which populate the vibrational levels from the CO2 ground state via
heavy-heavy particle collisions. Extending the chemistry with these reactions is needed.
The scaling in the presented results is in close agreement with results from literature. The
major difference between the results of the model and literature is in the absolute value for the
vibrational densities, for the same input power density.
In the near future the aim is to complete the chemistry so that the system reaches a Boltzmann
distribution at the heavy particle temperature. When the model is further validated based on
results of other models, the chemistry will be expanded by adding more vibrational levels of O2 .
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